Collective exhibition - En terrain sensible - Regards d’artistes sur la montagne - Martigny

For the first time, the works of seven artists photographers produced under SMArt programme are gathered at the Médiathèque Valais Martigny and take us « on sensitive land”. The artists in residence in Valais - or from the region - express, with their images, the major challenges of sustainable development. Their looks linger over the mountains that surround us and then reveal vulnerable areas, despite a first impression of strength. Photographic explorations are taking shape and, in different styles, tell the journey of water, the melting of glaciers, the still wild landscapes or pastures transformed into resorts. The Médiathèque Valais complete these aesthetic approaches with brief audiovisual memories, archive movies and old photographs, which remind us of the frozen lakes, the harvesting of rye, the seasonal migration or the song of a bisse.

Thursday 4th February 2016 at 18h, Médiathèque Valais Martigny
5th February – 24th April 2016
Every day 13h – 18h
7th March – Conference about climatic migration with Jérémie Guélat More information
4th April – Movie night with the film « Les Liberterres » (France, 2015)
EN TERRAIN SENSIBLE
REGARDS D'ARTISTES SUR LA MONTAGNE

5 FÉVRIER – 24 AVRIL 2016

MÉDIATHÈQUE VALAIS – MARTIGNY
AVENUE DE LA GARE 15
TOUS LES JOURS – 13H À 18H
MEDIATHEQUE.CH